Draw a Amazon Rainforest

In the Amazon rainforest of Brazil, a **golden lion tamarin** scoops insects and other small animals out of a bromeliad. A **three-toed sloth** slowly munches green leaves. The trees are filled with sound and color -- a noisy **scarlet macaw**, a **toucan** or a **spider monkey**. On the forest floor, the **agouti** feeds on an avocado dropped from above. When it's finished, the leftover seed may take root in the rotting leaves, if there is enough light. A **tapir** nibbles at leaves. Off in the bush a hunting **jaguar**, one of the biggest predators in the Amazon, sniff the air for the scent of prey. Any animals caught unaware on the forest floor can become a meal for the hungry cat. A butterfly searches for blossoms, and a **red-eyed tree frog** waits for insects.

**Draw an Amazon Rainforest using the step by step instructions included below.**
Draw a Jaguar
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Draw the Agouti
Draw the Golden Lion Tamarin
Draw a Three-toed Sloth
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Toucan
They have a giant bill, which is hollow but strong, to pluck fruit. They are a colorful bird with a black back, yellow chest, blue feet, and a green, red and orange bill.
Scarlet Macaw
They have a white, featherless face and a heavy, curved beak. They have sharp claws and a very long tail. They are bright red, with yellow, blue and green wing and tail feathers.
Draw a Red-eyed Treefrog

They are mostly green with blue sides with yellow stripes, reddish feet and large red eyes. They hold onto the trees with tiny suction cups on their toes. They have long legs for jumping.
Draw a Tapir
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